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7th July 2016 

 Dear Kevan and Jane  

 

We would like to thank you all for the warm welcome we received when visiting your 

school.  Your friendly staff were so accommodating throughout our visit and we 

thoroughly enjoyed our tour of the school where we saw impressive displays of 

children’s work and pupils who were highly engaged with their learning. You provided a 

range of evidence which together with our discussions with staff clearly demonstrated 

your commitment to the development of basic skills throughout school.  

We were inspired and uplifted by our visit and we hope you found the experience 

rewarding as an opportunity to reflect on and showcase your practice.  

 

    We are very pleased to recommend Basic Skills Quality Mark Accreditation  

     

The school was well prepared for the assessment and the detailed audit provided 

information about all ten elements of the Quality Mark. 

During the day, as well as talking with Senior and Middle Leaders, we visited all the 

classrooms, looked at samples of children’s work and a range of documentary evidence. 

 

The vibrant curriculum undoubtedly provides exciting, purposeful and memorable 

learning opportunities where teaching and learning of basic skills is clearly evident.   

 

 Some of the many strengths of the school include: 

 

 A highly creative cross-curricular approach is evident throughout school.  The 

immersive curriculum is a real strength. Visits and / or a book stimulus create real-

life learning experiences, further enhanced by use of drama or role play.  A Y6 visit 

to a local venue Grimm & Co resulted in the school hall being transformed into a 

‘Wizards Den’ where wizardry products made by the children were sold at a Magical 

Market. A school hall was similarly transformed to create the seaside after a visit to 

Cleethorpes based on the book The Train Journey.  

 

 Book areas (Book Nooks) are highly inviting, enticing pupils to enjoy and share 

books. The school has plans to further develop this aspect, creating a Book Nook 

and a Drama Den in a shared area. 

  

 Whole school celebration of quality work produced by children through stunning 

displays in shared areas and classrooms. As a common thread throughout school, 
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the children are given age –appropriate tools and supports to help them succeed in 

Basic Skills but outcomes clearly take priority over process, or working walls, in all 

displays . This was a real pleasure to see.  

 

 A wide range of high quality resources and materials promote and develop Basic 

Skills. The school, for example has substantially invested in new reading books, 

Numicon resource and a range of ICT equipment. 

 

 Middle Leaders with responsibilities for English, Maths, SEND provision are driven, 

passionate and analytical in driving improvements for all children.  

 

 Comprehensive individual Learning Journey booklets are an effective vehicle for 

pupils to have ownership of their personalised targets and progress.  

 

 Use of ‘Maths Passports’ ensure pupils are keen to progress in this area of learning. 

This whole school approach focuses on calculation and embedding mental maths 

strategies, problem solving and measures.  

 

  Use of the school’s attainment and progress tracking system feeds into planning 

and interventions for individual / groups of pupils.  

 

 Senior Leaders have clear systems in place to monitor practice and provision across 

school e.g Teacher On A Page (TOAP) and pupil progress meetings.    

 

 Provision for all learners is tailored to individual need with resources e.g Read Write 

Inc ‘dipped into ‘as appropriate – not a ‘one –size-fits - all‘ approach  to 

intervention.   

 

 Funding is used creatively to support vulnerable pupils e.g. Pupil Premium funding is 

used to provide extra - curricular groups. The We Are Magic (WAM) group in KS2 

and Look At Me (LAM) group in KS1 innovatively provide social opportunities to 

develop Speaking and Listening. 

 

 A rich Early Years provision ensures pupils make rapid gains from their starting 

points and have a positive foundation experience on which to build. There was a 

clear focus on Basic Skills development through, for example, writing opportunities 

in every area of learning, spot tray with a story focus, role play areas and outdoor 

provision. The school employs a Speech and Language specialist as Early 

Intervention to address pupil’s low speaking and listening skills on entry.  

 

 The school engages parents very effectively through, for example, encouraging 

them to stay for the Morning Challenge   where pupils  invite parents to join in their 

learning, home school diaries in which parents / carers are invited to comment and 

home learning projects linked to the class topic .  
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Suggested Areas for Development: 

 

 To increase impact of support staff on pupil progress in English and Maths 

through targeted CPD opportunities. 

 

 To enhance Basic Skills provision through wider use of IT. This to include 

increasing staff subject knowledge and expertise in use of applications e.g. Clicker 

and ensuring continuity of skills  through revisiting Programs of Study to include 

teaching of higher order IT skills in KS2. 

 

 Further develop a love of reading through encouraging out of school reading – 

blogs, plotting shed etc. 

 

 

Assessor(s) Jackie Williams and Georgina Brown 

Date of Verification Visit 7th  July 2016 

 

 

Once again, on behalf of Georgina and myself, congratulations to everyone at 

Roughwood Primary School on gaining Basic Skills Quality Mark Accreditation.  

 

Jackie Williams   

 

Consultant Headteacher 

 

Basic Skills Quality Mark Assessor 

 
 


